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Automated order screening and fraud detection
Customised by experts to fit your business
Tuned by experts to maximise good sales 
A track record of reducing fraud & chargebacks

FRAUD & IDENTITY MANAGEMENT SERVICES

RISKGUARDIAN
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Analysis  We help you understand why
fraud is an issue for your business and to
select the appropriate strategies and
tactics. 

Design We implement and configure
your fraud screening systems and
processes.  

Ongoing Management SLAs We
monitor your transaction load and
screening effort continuously against an
agreed Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Training Our consultants train your risk
managers and fraud personnel. 

One-off Consultancy Particular
issues, strategic advice to help you
get the best possible results (an
optional service). 

Our Fraud Management
consultants analyse your
transaction load and work with you
to identify the types of fraud you are
dealing with, the cost to your
business and the optimum way to
ensure you get a return from your
investment in the service. Then they tailor
our services to suit your particular
business and industry-specific

requirements. Our Fraud Management
consultants work with clients in various
scenarios including:

• Internet sales 

• Mail and telephone order sales (MOTO)

• High and low risk sectors

• Domestic and cross border trading
worldwide.

A PROFIT MARGIN STRATEGY 

If  you process large numbers of  payments or operate 
in higher risk sectors, you need to detect and decline
fraudulent payments and accept good ones. At the same
time, you want to minimise the cost of  all the processes
and tools you use to do it.  

Establishing the right balance between cost and loss is not easy, but
RiskGuardian, our flagship fraud management service, is designed to
help you do just that. 

RiskGuardian is a sophisticated, world-class fraud management service
for online and mail and telephone order (MOTO) payment processing.
The service was developed and tested in close cooperation with the
most experienced merchants and has succeeded in the most
challenging fraud environments. It has been adopted by leading
retailers due to their need to deploy the best fraud management tools
available and safeguard the online channel. 

MANAGED BY EXPERTS 
We have over a decade of  experience working with the largest
enterprises. Our Fraud Management consultants have seen it all.  
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Our cover picture is of  the Gordon Dam, Australia – a double curvature arch dam which generates up
to 432 MW of  power, providing about 13% of  the electricity used in Tasmania. We like to compare this
example of  applied engineering to RiskGuardian and how it helps our clients control their transaction
flow and losses from fraud and thereby make a powerful contribution to profit.
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FASTER AND DEEPER ORDER ANALYSIS
RiskGuardian automates the carrying out of  more than 200 sector-based
validation tests on each transaction and delivers results in less than a second. 

Global 
Cross Reference

Millions of current
and historical
transactions

YOUR
ORDERS

ACCEPTABLE 
FRAUD (%)

Cross Referencing Millions of Transactions 
Per Second 
As well as carrying out the most useful checks on each
transaction, the RiskGuardian service can compare the
details of each transaction with transaction data from the
millions of payments processed by all the other users
WorldPay’s payment services. That includes transactions
worldwide from a variety of sectors including many high-
volume merchants in higher risk sectors where fraudsters
like to operate. Screening against this huge and ever-
growing pool of data increases the likelihood of detecting
fraudulent activity. 

Screening yours and all of these other transactions for
suspicious behaviour and potentially fraudulent data,
RiskGuardian can be set up to reject transactions
automatically or just to report its findings. Underpinned by
very fast processing, it delivers accurate screening in less
than a second. 

Age & Identity checking is also available as an optional
extra.  

RiskGuardian automates many of the
most useful checks on each transaction.
These checks can include:
• Multi-channel transaction histories
• Identity misuse and theft 
• Card-use velocity checks (worldwide) 
• Positive & negative lists
• Card BIN analysis 
• Country profile 
• Cardholder identify 
• IP/Geo-location checks
• Verified By Visa, MasterCard
SecureCode

• Global Delivery address validation
• AVS, CVV2, CVC2, CID
• Amount and Time Analysis check
• Product type - check management
• Merchant configurable parameters
• Age verification
• More....

Further details about the screening checks
RiskGuardian carries out are available on request.200 PLUS FRAUD CHECKS PER TRANSACTION 

RiskGuardian automates the carrying out of up to 200 individual checks on each transaction.

‘‘The integration of  RiskGuardian for Snapfish went smoothly. It is easy to use and configure. The service and support provided by the Fraud Management consultant has been excellent.

Mark Carleton, Product Manager, Hewlett Packard Snapfish ’’
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RiskGuardian’s algorithm factors in a wide
range of data including your company
and sector profile. The probability is
presented as a risk score which in turn
can be processed against profiling data
(such as product line, payment type) to
automate appropriate transaction
handling. Both the scoring algorithm and
transaction handling profiles will be the
result of our Fraud Management
consultant’s analysis: they will be set up to
meet your requirements, rejecting and
accepting transactions based on very
refined criteria to optimise profit and loss.

Business Sector Solution
RiskGuardian is designed so that it is
responsive to the business sector you
operate in. For example, RiskGuardian
can be set up to check how many cards
per account or how many accounts per
card you wish to allow, as well as other
configurable elements based on specific
shopper data items such as telephone
number and shipping address, even with
MOTO payments. 

Alerting and Reporting
• High Risk Activity Reports – a suite of
standard and customisable risk reports 

• Schedule auto report creation to suit
• Export and edit data - CSV, XML,TAB
• Automatic alerts by email

PROBABILITY SCORING INTELLIGENCE 
Having gathered as much data about each transaction as possible,
RiskGuardian uses a highly developed scoring algorithm to calculate
the probability of  a transaction being high-risk or potentially fraudulent. 

www.worldpay.com

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 
Perfect for online registrations and online content providers or any
situation where the eligibility of  your customer needs to be tightly
controlled - perhaps due to regulatory or legal constraints in multiple
geographies.

Provided in collaboration with 192.com Business Services, this service
can help ensure you know the customer you are doing business with
(www.192business.com). 

Age Verification Service 
• Date of  birth document and database checks
• Name, address and phone database checks
• Global reach
• Government body and other relationships with over 300 million
personal records

The availability of  reliable data sources for age and identity checks
varies throughout the world. WorldPay and its partners make every
effort to stay at the forefront in this field, adopting new data sources
when they become viable.

‘‘

’’

We have been using RiskGuardian for 8 years
now and have found it an effective tool in Fraud
Management and Fraud Screening. Due to
the volumes of  card transactions and the high risk
of  fraud and chargebacks in a card holder not
present enviroment, RiskGuardian is an essential
part of  our fraud management and screening.

Christine O'Neill, Head of Fraud, Security & Payments, Stan James  

Bespoke reports: discuss your needs with
our consultants when you contact us.

Account Management 
Easy and detailed control of RiskGuardian
is provided by a web-based interface.

You can configure multiple user accounts,
enabling staff with appropriate levels of
control.

Data Warehouse Capabilities
For over a decade now RiskGuardian
has been building up a data warehouse
of  many millions of  good and bad
transactions with a wide industry sector
penetration. We have built, and continue
to build, a client base with high profile
global clients.

Retail clients make up a high volume of
total transactions processed along with the
many merchants in the gaming sector. This
means that the risk checks and
parameters applied by RiskGuardian
include clients across a wide range of
industry sectors. The ability to import fraud
screening data from almost any source
gives access to further volumes of fraud
related data from your partners / affiliates.
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APPLIED EXPERIENCE
With RiskGuardian, you don’t get just a powerful system, you get Fraud management expertise.
Full support from our Fraud Management consultants - before, during and post implementation -
to limit fraud from day one. 

Customised by Experts to Fit your Business 
Every business is different and those involved in
fraudulent activities are constantly developing their
techniques. So while automation is a necessary front end
response to detect and prevent fraud, it may not detect
all of  the fraud you face. It may reject too many good
transactions and inhibit profit. 

Depth and Sector Sensitive Analysis
We provide in-depth analysis of  historic fraud and
chargeback data by an experienced Fraud Management
consultant to ensure the specific needs of  your business
are as fully comprehended and catered to as possible. 
We detail all potential fraud risks and advise / develop
the optimum fraud strategy for your business when
setting up RiskGuardian for you. 

Bespoke fraud management consultancy with the
necessary store of  knowledge and experience based
on many years of  fighting fraud across multiple
business types and sectors: Gaming, Retail, Airlines and
Hotels for example. 

We make appropriate and relevant recommendations
based on sound experience and create bespoke rule-
sets to help you enforce best practice. 

Fraud Strategy Planning  
We work with you to ensure your fraud strategy is fit for
purpose now and for the future, incorporating your plans
for future business development, new product lines and
services. With so many client projects in our hands we
are in the front-line against fraud and can add really
useful  experience of developing trends, tactics and
strategies to your own experience with your particular
situation.

RiskGuardian is an integral part of  our continuing fight against on line Fraud. We appreciate the ability to modify
our risk profile internally, and the reporting ability within the system. We are particularly pleased with the level of
service received from RiskGuardian’s consultants, who assist us in identifying the areas of  highest risk.  

Russell Medley – Fraud Operations Manager – 888.com

‘‘
’’

It’s not uncommon for chargeback rates to reach 30%
before we are called in. It’s never too late, but it can
be an expensive lesson.  
Patrick Garvey, Senior Fraud Management Consultant, WorldPay

‘‘
’’
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Fine tuning 
Once live, transaction data is analysed rigorously by our
Fraud Management consultants to ensure high risk
activity is flagged so you have the opportunity to handle
the risk appropriately. Fine tuning will continue until
optimum performance is achieved and will be iterated at
agreed intervals and/or following significant events or
changes in the situation. Further tuning and analysis is
always available on demand.

Customise - It’s Your RiskGuardian 
Bringing decades of  experience to bear on your
situation, the RiskGuardian service is an ‘Angel looking
over your shoulder’, guiding your decisions, protecting
your business against fraud at all levels and ensuring
your fraud management investment delivers commercial
benefit. But control over which transactions are rejected
and accepted remains firmly in your hands:

RiskGuardian is a highly customisable service leaving
you with very granular control. Our Fraud Management
consultants add another layer of  advice and expertise
to your company and industry-specific knowledge and
expertise to help ensure you make the best possible
decisions.
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‘‘RiskGuardian has greatly helped our company maintain very lowlevels of  both fraud and chargebacks. WorldPay continuously
consults end-users with the view to improving the product, making
the customer experience even better and getting very positive
results for the business requirements.
William Simukulwa, BetFred ’’

Training & Team Development

Full training and support every step of  the way.
Comprehensive and thorough guidance on the use of
these services is provided whenever and wherever it is
needed. 

Contact Us

We are happy to talk about your situation and
requirements or to answer any questions about
RiskGuardian or our other fraud management services.
Please call on +44 (0)1268 500 615 (national local
numbers are available from our website) or email
sales@worldpay.com. 

Any fraud screening system is dependent on the quality and scale of  the historical
transaction data available to it. You need to cross check high volumes of  transactions
against all current transactional data, across all sectors, worldwide. 

John Eggleton, Fraud Product Director, WorldPay

‘‘
’’
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We are particularly pleased with the level of  service
received from RiskGuardian’s consultants, who assist us

in identifying the areas of  highest risk. 

FTSE 100 company

‘‘
’’

The service and support provided by WorldPay’s Fraud
Management consultant has been excellent.   

Mark Carleton, Product Manager, Hewlett Packard Snapfish
‘‘ ’’

WorldPay continuously consults end-users with the view
to improving the product, making the customer

experience even better and getting very positive results
for the business requirements.  

William Simukulwa, BetFred

‘‘
’’

Contact Us

We are happy to talk about your situation and requirements or to answer any
questions about our payment solutions and other WorldPay products and
services. Please call on 800 661 7079 (national local numbers are available
from our website) or email sales@worldpay.com. 
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